Developing biomarkers that can predict whether patients are likely to benefit from an intervention is a pressing objective in many areas of medicine. Recent guidance documents have recommended that the accuracy of predictive biomarkers, ie, sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values, should be assessed. We clarify the meanings of these entities for predictive markers and demonstrate that generally they cannot be estimated from data without making strong untestable assumptions. Language suggesting that predictive biomarkers can identify patients who benefit from an intervention is also widespread. We show that in general one cannot estimate the chance that a patient will benefit from treatment. We recommend instead that predictive biomarkers be evaluated with respect to their ability to predict clinical outcomes among patients treated and among patients receiving standard of care, and the population impact of treatment rules based on those predictions. Ideally these entities are estimated from a randomized trial comparing the experimental intervention with standard of care.
Biomarkers that predict the likelihood that a patient will benefit from an intervention are highly sought after in many areas of medicine. In early-stage breast cancer treatment, for example, the development of biomarkers for identifying which women can be spared chemotherapy has been called the highest translational research priority (1) . In advanced colorectal cancer, a RAS mutation in the tumor has been found to predict lack of benefit from anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) monoclonal antibodies (2) (3) (4) . Research on such biomarkers, called "predictive," "prescriptive," or "treatment selection" biomarkers (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , abounds in cancer therapeutics where interventions are often marginally efficacious, toxic, and costly, so that sparing patients ineffective treatments is expected to improve outcomes and decrease medical costs.
An active research agenda is defining what it means to clinically validate predictive biomarkers. Several guidance documents that address biomarkers of multiple types-predictive biomarkers as well as diagnostic biomarkers, intended to identify patients with and without a clinical condition, and prognostic biomarkers that predict clinical outcomes regardless of intervention-suggest that the clinical accuracy of the biomarkers, ie, sensitivity and specificity, must be assessed (12, 13) . However, these measures of accuracy need careful definition for predictive biomarkers-the measures defined for diagnostic and prognostic markers do not apply. Unfortunately it is quite common for biomarkers of different types to be discussed as a group in the literature.
Consider a biomarker to identify patients likely to benefit from an experimental treatment instead of the current standard of care. The standard of care might be an existing treatment or no treatment; for simplicity, we refer to standard of care as "no treatment." Suppose that a "good" and "bad" clinical outcome have been defined, eg, survival to a landmark time following treatment or not. The clinical sensitivity of the biomarker is the proportion of patients with "positive" biomarker results among those who would benefit from the treatment (14) (15) (16) . This is defined more precisely if we consider that each patient has two potential outcomes, their clinical outcome if given the brief communication treatment and their outcome if not given the treatment (17) (18) (19) . A patient is benefitted by treatment if they would have a good outcome with treatment but not without treatment. The sensitivity of the biomarker can then be defined as the proportion of such patients who test positive with the biomarker. On the other hand, patients whose outcomes would be the same regardless of treatment, or who would have good outcomes without treatment but not with treatment, are not benefitted by treatment. The specificity of the test is the proportion of such patients who are biomarker negative.
While these definitions are compelling, they raise a fundamental problem: Almost never can patients' outcomes under both treatment options be observed. Rather, for each patient, we only observe the outcome under the treatment he or she received. Whether or not a patient benefits from treatment is not known and not directly measurable. Therefore, in general, the sensitivity and specificity defined above cannot be estimated from data-even data from a randomized clinical trial. Figure 1 shows an example of two biomarkers with very different sensitivities and specificities, but identical data observed in a randomized trial. We note that in very restrictive settings, and under assumptions that cannot be verified (see the Supplementary Materials, available online), statistical methods exist for estimating predictive biomarker sensitivity and specificity (14) (15) (16) . mentary Materials, available online, for calculations). The observed treatment effect is null, whereas the probability of treatment benefit is 20%. The two biomarkers have very different sensitivities and specificities, but this cannot be determined based on the observable data. PPV = positive predictive value; NPV = negative predictive value.
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In general, however, predictive biomarker sensitivity and specificity cannot be estimated. Similar arguments apply to positive and negative predictive values. The positive predictive value is the probability that a patient with positive biomarker will benefit from treatment, ie, will have a good outcome under treatment but not under standard of care. A patient with a positive biomarker result would like to know this when deciding on treatment. The negative predictive value, defined as the probability of no benefit from treatment for biomarker negative patients, cannot be estimated either. Unfortunately, Figure 1 demonstrates that biomarkers with very different positive and negative predictive values can have the same observed data, proving that predictive values cannot be estimated from data.
Therefore, guidance documents should not be asking for assessments of accuracy for predictive markers. In our view, instead they should be asking for assessment of the clinical impact of the markers on patient outcomes. This can be done in several steps. First, plots such as Figure 2 can be used to study whether and how the probability of a bad outcome varies with the biomarker for the two treatment groups (5, (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Such displays help interpret biomarker results for individual patients: Given my biomarker value, what is the probability I will experience a bad outcome with treatment and without treatment? The difference between the probabilities of a bad outcome with vs without treatment is often called the "treatment effect;" however, it is important to distinguish this from the probability of treatment benefit, which is more compelling but cannot be estimated from data.
Displays such as Figure 2 motivate natural biomarker-based rules for recommending for or against treatment, commonly of the form: Treat if the probability of a bad outcome is lower on treatment than off treatment (5, 9, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . The second step is to estimate the population impact of using the biomarkerbased rule to recommend treatment. What is the reduction in the rate of bad outcomes among those recommended treatment by the rule? What proportion of patients have treatment recommended to them by the rule? And, of ultimate interest (5,9,26,28-32) , what is the rate of bad outcomes under biomarker-based treatment, in contrast to the rate under standard of care? Note that a statistical interaction between the biomarker and treatment, while a necessary condition, does not guarantee that the biomarker has population impact (5, 11) . Ideally, a trial that randomizes participants to the experimental treatment vs standard of care is used to estimate these quantities; the randomization ensures that the treatment groups are comparable.
In summary, accuracy measures such as sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values must be defined carefully for predictive biomarkers. In most settings, these measures cannot be estimated. Validation studies should focus on the ability of the biomarker to predict outcomes for patients with and without treatment, and on the population impact of basing treatment recommendations on those predictions. We should recognize that individual-level treatment effects are not generally observable. That is, despite what is desired, typically we cannot assess the ability of a biomarker to predict whether a patient will benefit from treatment-we can only assess its ability to predict differences in outcomes between treated patients and untreated patients.
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